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like a trucker's windshield.
Bucky and Hart staged their
first Crash-O-Rama eight years
ago, and at that time there were
plenty of buses. "Back then we
were paying $l 100 for used
buses, just so we could total
them," Bucky says. "Now
they're getting kinda scarce."

Fortunately, participants
who bring buses to the spec-
tacle are inclined to donate the
bus to the track once the race is
over. So Bucky has a stable of
recycled rent-a-rides. These old
gladiators-Thomas Builts,
Blue Birds. International Har-
vesters, most of them powered
with easoline V-Ss-have been
bashed and balled up, crumpled like big
yellow milk cartons, and straightened out
again. If they roll over, Bucky says, "we
just pull 'em back on their wheels and fire
'em up again."

Those drivers who do not bring their
own bus get assigned a bus. "If you can get
it to crank," says Bucky, "it's yours to
drive." In fact, fbr hotshoes like the mayoq
Bucky actually pays $100 for their serv-
ices. Which is, on balance, a hell of a lot
more than most drivers net in Formula
Atlantics. Winners take home $1000,
second place pays $500, and third is $300.

Railing-he's not actually the mayor
but that's what people call him-isn't
happy with the draw. "My bus ain't got no
brakes." he wails. It turns out most buses
don't have brakes.

Benjamin Craft drives a school bus for
the Seminole County school system. He
and an assistant-anybody remember the
scary kid on the porch in Deliverance?-
are applying Ferrari-yellow paint to "The
Educator," a 1974 Blue Bird with a Chevy
small-block for which he paid $300. "I got
a little bit of an advantage," the ponytailed
redhead says. "I know how these things
corner, how to get them sideways," which
must be terribly reassuring to the parents
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Craft's previous ride sulks in the weeds
behind the track. Painted black with a big
white "3" on the sides. "The Intimidator"
was, says Craft, "full-race." Craft relocated
the V-8 to a position l0 feet behind the
driver, making it mid-engined, and hooked
it up to the Dana 60 rear axle using a

Chevy-truck driveshaft. The bus was also
equipped with a five-point harness.

"Hey, hey," the kid from the porch sput-
ters, "you 'member when John mashed his
nuts in the hamess?"

"Own damn fault," says Craft. "Belts
were too tight."

Most of the buses have been given
names. There is "I-800-EAT ME" and
"Been Gay" and "School Blows." I climb
into the latter and am almost overcome
with the lingering smell of sebum. All the
seats and windows have been removed. It
is a dark, awful tunnel, a scene where a

rural sex crime might occur. A sign
thoughttully reminds me to stay behind the
white line.

One bus is all pink with "Heart of
Love" professionally painted on it. "The
boys who did the BlairWitch Prcject came
down here with it to make a movie,"
explains Bucky. "lt was about a group of
religious people who worshipped cucum-
bers.

Ray Hindman (left), winner ol the camper
race. Bud<y Bud<man (below) explains the
rules, whicfi indude "Fight at yourown risk:'

"This is Bithlo." he con-
cludes.'Ain't nolhin' strange in
Bithlo."

The oldest bus in the com-
petition is a decomposing 1957
International Harvester. driven
by Raybo Rolland. lts previous
owner converted it into a kind
of ramshackle recreational
vehicle and later expired in the
back. The bus sat in the weeds
five years before being towed
out and given the Nig,ht ofthe
Lit'ing Dead treatment. Rank
with rotting floorboards and the
piquant smell of hobo, with
vines growing up through the
toilet next to the fitel tank. the
bus is the sort of shelter wild

animals would shun. Its mechanical high
point is the McDonald's cup employed as

a distributor cap. "lf it survives this time,
we're going to restore it," says Raybo's
friend Jetf (see reference above to
piquancy).

The bus drivers' meeting takes place
near the blockhouse tech station. Robert
Hart cautions the assembled drivers: "This
is the show people corne here to see. Now
last tirne y'all got spread out and didn't get
close in the figure eight. Remember. that
X in the center is the whole deal. We want
people to be real happy."

Translation: You gotta run into one
another. damn it!

'And if you know you're gonna flip,"
Bucky advises, "lean to the center."

The only safety equipment required are
a helmet and a lap belt. "These buses are
incredibly saf-e." Bucky says. "It's like
riding an elephant. I personally flipped
three and didn't get a scratch." However,
in the interests offair play, Bucky did ban
the use of nitrous oxide. Previous bus
drivers had resorted to the bottle in order
to win the first-place money.

At the appointed time the buses line up
outside the track. l3 steaming, smoking,
squeaking derelicts. rnany of them with
their overhead saf-ety flashers going. Drive-
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lines snatching and lurching,
exhausts popping with a sound like
lag bolts in blenders, the buses
convoy onto the frgure eight. They
look like a huge, psychedelically
segmented snake. The crowd bleats
its approval. The air is filled with
moths big enough to show up on
FAA radar.

First thing. these guys are going
unholy stupid redneck/ast, some-
where between 50 and 60 mph,
taking the corners flat and making
the buses get crossed up like rally
cars, blue smoke billowing from
the rear tandem tires. Upon reflec-
tion, this makes sense: One isn't
likely to snap-spin a 40-foot bus.

The green flag flies. It only
takes a lap before the rusty ana-
conda of buses bites its own tail. The lead
bus, spraying oil, is bearing down on a line
of buses crossing at a 90-degree angle in
the center of the track. As if of one mind,
everybody in the stands winces, hunches
shoulders, and waits for the tooth-rattling
crash that they paid good money to see.

But the lead bus threads a gap, and the
other buses rear-end one another accordion
style. More buses fan out across the infield
at full boogie, kicking up clods of dirt and
clouds of dust, narrowly missing one
another. Now the buses are forming scrim-
mages of five and six, intersecting at right
angles at speeds not approved of
by the Department of Education.

It can't last long. Buses are
flying everywhere. A massive T-
bone such as the Sizzler has never
seen can be but moments away. As
the pink Heart of Love bus comes
off the l8-degree banking and
dives toward the infield, it blows
an outside tire. More tires blow.
KRR-AANGGG. . . Two buses col-
lide in the dusty haze, each
sheering off a fender and bumper.

"This ain't as good as last year,"
Bucky says evenly, watching the
mayhem while seeming to smoke
five or six cisarettes at once. "We

Wes Railing makes a delicate adjustment
before the camper race (top). Other events
are the demo delby and the bus race,
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rolled some buses last year."
But it's definitely good enough, an

edgy spectacle ofthe randomly dangerous,
bizarre, and improbable. And that's just the
nut scratching going on in the stands.

Seventeen laps into the 20Jap heat, it
looks like the fans screaming for bus blood
might be disappointed. Then, Bus
Armageddon. Butch Pierce, in the "red
bus," has it floored, and Raybo, in the hobo
death bus, the '57 International, isn't
lifting. The night swims away as everyone
gets tunnel vision, awaiting the impact. A
crisp, orgasmic KRUNCH icochets offthe

buses

pines as Butch's bus slams into
Raybo's. Both buses leave the
ground. The red bus's motor
punches through the fire wall,
landing well aft of the white line in
a shower of hot oil and broken
glass. The International's in-line
six is knocked out of the engine
bay and winds up sitting on the
fender, dislodged like a broken
molar. A toilet seat spins gracefully
into the air.

In the microseconds that follow,
two demolition-derby veterans
from New York. Bob Genovese
and Ken McNamee, plow into the
disabled buses from both direc-
tions. The sound is like every ele-
vator in Manhattan falling to the
basement at the same time. The
lunge and spin in a train-wreck

spasm. They fill up with smoke.
The crowd is momentarily voiceless,

then erupts in hoots, cheers, and rebel
yells. Some even take the cigarettes out of
their mouths.

And then it's over. Rusty Cruze, driving
America the Weird, wins the race and the
$1000 prize. The demolished buses'
drivers walk wobble-kneed out to the
start/finish line to congratulate him in front
of the frenzied crowd.

The mayor's bus had stalled early, the
victim of a fuel pump put in backward.

"Sabotage," he says. He'll fare
better in the boat-trailer and
camper-trailer race. After these
races, Orlando Speedworld looks
like a trailer park in Homestead
after Hurricane Andrew.

As the last toxic fumes from the
jet-car bus burning waft over the
crowd, the armadillos poke their
heads out from their burrows and
the crowd heads toward their
pickup trucks, this edition of
Crash-O-Rama seems an unquali-
fied success, and by that I mean a
complete disaster.

Man, I could go for a cucumber
right about now. o


